
Wedding at Vila Vipolže
A wedding is a celebration of love. Let's cheer for this beautiful moment
in the middle of our hills, where wine and love are born.

One of the most beautiful Renaissance villas in Slovenia is the perfect and
most romantic place to say “I do”. Beautiful landscapes with a nice
ambiance will make your wedding day just like in a fairytale. 
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The most touching part of your day, THE CEREMONY, usually starts on a beautiful
lawn in front of Vila Vipolže... 

...or inside the Vila, in our Piano Nobile hall.
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...and continues with a WEDDING PARTY in the vaulted cellar of the Villa or on the
platform in front of the cellar.

Then the celebration starts with an APERITIVE in front of Vila Vipolže...
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Your perfect day ends in the rooms of Vila Vipolže.The 3 Junior Suites and 3 Superior
Double Rooms ensure maximum comfort for you and your closest in-laws.
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To make the wedding truly unforgettable, the exceptional cuisine provided by the
KRUH IN VINO restaurant adds a special touch. They will spoil your taste buds and
delight all your guests with their superb catering.
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We understand that a wedding is a unique event that requires a lot of preparation and
attention. We will do our best to make your wedding day everything you imagined it to
be. We will listen to your wishes and together we will agree on all the possibilities that
our location offers.

Your dream of a fairytale wedding day becomes a
reality at Vila Vipolže!

Contact us at info@vilavipolze.eu and send us an enquiry! We will be happy to
provide you with more information to help you plan your happiest day.
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